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ABSTRACT4

The standard deviation of the Horizontal Wind Speed as a proxy of wind turbulence is used to compare the apparent wind5

turbulence measured by an off-shore floating Doppler lidar to the one measured by a fixed lidar on a metmast. We use statistical6

analysis based on clustering the horizontal wind speed measured by the floating lidar as well as buoy angular amplitude and7

period under the approximation of harmonic motion. Three scenarios with different wave and wind conditions are discussed8

from the IJmuiden’s test campaign (North Sea.).9
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1. INTRODUCTION11

Offshore wind energy has arisen as a reliable source of energy due to the strong, homogeneous wind fields found over the12

oceans. In the last decades Europe has lead the deployment and operation of offshore wind farms in both shallow and deep13

waters [1]. However, offshore wind farms related costs are still higher than in onshore facilities. Thus, one of the main interests14

regarding this technology is the cost optimization. One challenge to overcome is a cost-effective solution for the early resource15

assessment phase, traditionally carried out by meteorological masts. One of the most suitable candidates to be accepted as a16

replacement for the costly mast facilities are the Doppler wind lidars (DWL) placed on floating platforms [2]. Floating lidars17

permit atmosphere and wind speed assessment at low costs offering high versatility since they can be re-deployed easily [3].18

Turbulence intensity (TI), defined as the ratio between the standard deviation (STD) of the Horizontal Wind Speed (HWS) to the19

mean HWS, is a parameter of major interest regarding the turbine design and wind farms deployment. In contrast to meteorolog-20

ical masts, sonic or cup anemometers, which take ”true” point-like TI measurements, lidars retrieve an apparent TI as a result21

of the lidar probe length (spatial resolution) and inherent temporal averaging imposed by the velocity-azimuth-display (VAD)22

algorithm [4]. The effects of spatial/temporal averaging have been the subject of interest in previous works [5][6]. Although23

the metmast is the ”de facto” reference standard in wind energy, in the present work the fixed lidar will be compared against the24

floating one to evidence the effects of buoy motion on the apparent TI [7].25

A thorough statistical study would require to compare the STD of the HWS measured by a floating lidar buoy with the one26

measured by: (i) a cup anemometer and, (ii) a fixed lidar, both sited on the reference meteorological mast, therefore under27

similar atmospheric conditions.28

Floating lidars mainly suffer from wave-induced rotational motion around X, Y and Z axes called pitch, roll and yaw, respec-29

tively. While yaw shows slow time variations, pitch and roll undergo an oscillating behavior, which is oversimplified here to30

simple harmonic motion. The latter is modelled by characteristic amplitude, period and phase for a given HWS. The so-called31

”characteristic amplitude” and ”characteristic period” are computed by means of Power Spectral Density estimation methods32



in companion paper [8].33

Data clustering was applied over the measurement records caried out during the IJmuiden test campaign so as to identify how34

different motion situations, i.e., specific motional periods and amplitudes, influence TI measurements. This document is or-35

ganised as follows: Sect. 2 presents the IJmuiden measurement campaign, Sect. 3 describes data processing and clustering36

methods used, Sect. 4 discusses three case examples, and Sect. 5 gives conclusions remarks.37

2. MEASUREMENT SET-UP38

The IJmuiden test campaign was carried out in the North Sea, 75 Km off-shore (Netherlands, 52.848 E, 3.436 N). Two39

ZephIR™300 lidar were used: one (the ”fixed lidar”) sited at 90 m on a 92-m tall metmast [9], and the other was assem-40

bled on a floating buoy (the EOLOS™ lidar buoy), see Fig. 1. The ZephIR™300 lidar is a continuous-wave lidar conceived41

for off-shore operations. The lidar measures the wind at different focusable heights through a 360º cone scan and uses the VAD42

algorithm to retrieve the three wind components. The scan period is 1 s and it is composed of 50 line of sights. The lidar can43

measure at different user-defined heights from 10 m up to 200m. Moreover, three inertial measurement units (IMUs) on the44

buoy were used to keep track of pitch and roll timeseries.45

3. METHODS46

In this contribution we compare fixed- vs. floating lidar HWS and TI measured at 85 m. First, pitch and roll buoy motional47

amplitude and period were estimated in order to characterise harmonic motion of the floating lidar. Second, a binning procedure48

was used over the whole campaign data by taking HWS, characteristic period and amplitude as binning variables in order to49

identify clusters with similar motional conditions.50



Fig. 1. IJmuiden test campaign site. View of the meteorological mast and the lidar buoy.

3.1. Estimation of the characteristic motional amplitude and period51

Characteristic amplitude and period were estimated every 10 minutes from pitch and roll power spectral densities (PSD) mea-52

sured by the IMUs. The Blackman-Tukey method was chosen for the PSD estimation due to its computational simplicity and53

robustness on parameters estimation [10]. PSD values over half height of the PSD peak (3-dB region) were considered motion54

relevant. The characteristic period was computed as the inverse of the mean frequency in the 3-dB region. The characteristic55

amplitude was computed as the PSD area within the 3-dB region.56

3.2. Clustering57

When taking HWS, characteristic amplitude and period as the binning variables, the HWS was binned from 1 to 22 m/s using58

a bin width of 1 m/s, the angular period from 0 to 5 s (bin width 1 s) and the angular amplitude from 0 to 7 deg (bin width 159

deg). To simplify the clustering process and on account on the experimental result to be shown next, we rely on the assumption60

that, if significant roll-to-pitch correlation exists, a single characteristic amplitude and period will meaningfully be used to61

characterise motion in both axes. Fig. 2 shows pitch-roll scatter plots for the characteristic period (Fig. 2a) and characteristic62



amplitude (Fig. 2b) estimated from the measurement campaign data. The correlation coefficients obtained are 0.88 and 0.5463

for the amplitude and period, respectively. Therefore, the assumption above becomes validated although in a weaker way for64

the period which may be due to the fact that the method only considers the rotational components of the motion separately but65

neglects the translational movement.66
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Fig. 2. Scatter plots for pitch/roll motion parameters. (a) Characteristic amplitude. (b) Characteristic period. Dashed lines

indicate 1:1 reference line.

4. DISCUSSION67

4.1. Clustering results68

Table 1 shows 15 of the most frequent HWS and motional scenarios of the campaign. From the binning results we could see69

that the scenarios of Table 1 are representative of the complete dataset.70



Bin no.
No. of

records

HWS

[m/s]

Amplitude

[deg]

Period

[s]

1 288 8 3 4

2 247 5 2 4

3 237 9 3 4

4 208 7 2 4

5 198 6 2 4

6 196 7 3 4

7 182 6 3 4

8 180 6 2 3

9 175 3 2 4

10 174 7 2 3

11 169 10 3 4

12 166 5 2 3

... ... ... ... ...

38 59 5 1 3

Table 1. Most frequent (first quartile) measurement cases (IJmuiden campaign, 2015). Each bin is characterised by a HWS

(in steps of 1 m/s), amplitude (1-deg steps) and period (1-s steps). Bins are shown in decreasing order of no. of measurement

records. Discussion cases are highlighted in grey.

4.2. Ijmuiden’s results71

The scenarios of Table 1 have been intercompared so as to study the HWS STD deviation for both the ”fixed” and the ”floating72

lidar” as a proxy of the TI. Three relevant cases are discussed next (similar results are observed for the cases not discussed here),73
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Fig. 3. HWS STD comparison between the fixed and the floating lidar. (a) Case no. 9, (b) Case no. 11. (c) Case no. 38

(highlighted cases in Table 1). Red line represents the linear regression of the data. Dashed black line indicates 1:1 line.

corresponding to bins 9, 11 and 38 (highlighted gray, Table 1). Case no. 9 and 11 are representative of low and high HWS74

scenarios, with 3 m/s and 10 m/s, respectively, but with similar motional characteristics, 2- and 3-deg amplitude respectively,75



both with motional period 4s. Case number 38 is representative of a low motion scenario with moderate HWS.76

Fig. 3 shows scatter plots comparing the HWS STD measured by the floating lidar against the metmast fixed lidar for bins 977

(Fig. 3a), 11 (Fig.3b) and 38 (Fig. 3c). Fig. 3 shows high correlation, between the two lidars for all the three cases (ρ=0.87,78

0.83 and 0.84, respectively), and low RMSE figure errors (0.06, 0.11 and 0.09, respectively). The RMSE slightly increases with79

higher HWS. Similar ρ and RMSE values are observed in the bins not presented.80

Regarding linear regression, fixed lidar vs. moving lidar regression lines have slopes close to the ideal 1:1 line (0.91, 1.0481

and 0.99, respectively), and positive y-intercepts (0.12, 0.10 and 0.05, respectively), with most of the measurement points lying82

above the 1:1 line. The latter is a consequence because of the motion-induced STD which is additive to the HWS STD measured83

by the fixed lidar. Scenarios 9 and 11 yield similar bias (intercept point) in the linear regression, which may well be caused by84

similar motional conditions. Regarding scenario 38 (Fig. 3c), which is representative of low wave motion, biasis comparatively85

smaller and the regression line is still closer to the 1:1 reference line. Although the slopes are very close to 1 in all cases, at low86

HWS, the regresed slope departs more from unity due to the larger travel time between the two lidars. During this travel time,87

the turbulence pattern may change and decorrelate. This is evidenced in Fig. 3a (HWS = 3 m/s) by a slope departing slightly88

from unity in comparison to Fig. 3b, c, which are characterised by higher HWS (10 and 5 m/s, respectively).89

When metmast anemometer data is compared against floating lidar data (not shown), the regressed slopes deviates more from90

unity than when fixed and floating lidar data is compared. This is because cup anemometers point-like measurements measure91

the ”true” wind whereas the floating lidar retrieve an apparent TI which is the sum of the TI due to the inherent probing92

length/VAD algorithm and the motion-induced TI.93

5. CONCLUSIONS94

We presented a cluster analysis to analyse how different wave-induced motion and wind scenarios affect HWS STD measure-95

ments (as a proxy of TI) by ZephIR™300 floating lidar. The analysis was carried out over IJmuiden campaign experimental96



data by taking HWS, buoy period and amplitude as the binning variables. Pitch/roll amplitudes and periods showed correlations97

as high as 0.88 and 0.54, respectively, thus reducing the dimension of the problem to only one angular degree of freedom.98

Three relevant cases for the study (nos. 9, 11 and 38) were discussed. When comparing the HWS STD measured by the floating99

lidar to the one by the fixed lidar, high correlations and low RSMEs were found in all scenarios, these parameters worsening at100

high HWS. Similarly, linear regression showed slopes close to unity, however, departing from the ideal 1:1 line with increasing101

buoy lidar motion (characteristic amplitudes and periods of approximately 3 deg and 4 s, respectively) and decreasing HWS.102

The apparent STD HWS (or bias) is given with by Y-intercept of the regression line and follows similar trend. Although the103

manuscript uses the STD as a proxy of the TI, the apparent TI follows and magnifies this trend (on account of the fact that TI is104

defined as the ratio of the STD HWS to the HWS). Although comparative results between EOLOS lidar buoy and reference met105

mast HWS measurements proved the fulfillment of all requirements for commercial acceptance of floating of our lidar systems106

[11], Doppler Wind Lidar offshore operation needs further improvement regarding the TI assessment.107
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